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Thus Spake the iiber-~rchitect: 
The Architecture of the Heroic Myth 
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The Russian emigre Ayn Rand's now-classic novel. The 
Fountainhead (1943), began with a lofq dedication: "I offer my 
profound gratitude to the  great profession of architecture and 
its heroes who have given u s  some of the highest expressions of 
man's genius.. ."I The novel ends with an equally triumphant 
portrayal of its protagonist. architect Howard Roark. After a 
s\\ashbuclding struggle against the mediocritj of the common 
man, all sorts of collecti~ ism. moral depravation, and corporate 
capitalism. "there was only the  ocean and the sly and the figure 
of Howard Roark.'" % hile Rand's broader objective in the novel, 
as she reiterated many times later. was Lbthe projection of an 
ideal man," it was hardly coincidental that Rand viewed the 
architect as a solitary hero. a n  undaunted idealist who fought a - 
lonelj battle against society's ills. Haling done extensive 
research on the architectural culture of the 1920s and '30s, 
Rand modeled her hero Roark on a real-life architect. Frank 
Lloyd Wright. Did this conflation of the imaginary and the real 
bear an j  significance for the  architectural profession and 
pedagogy? Rand brought to light. albeit through the literan, 
media, what has been crucial to the early-tuentieth-century 
conceptualization of modern architecture: that is. the architect 
as hero. an embattled messiah uho  would shoulder the 
responsibility of remedying a seemingly chaotic world through 
uplifting design. 

'Thi, paper explores the  heroic m!th of the architect and h o ~  
it relates to. and affects. for that matter. the various na j s  we 
experience, perceive. evaluate. and teach architecture. If. 
hjpotheticallj speaking. modern architecture - as it emerged in 
the earlj t\\entieth century -flourished in part on the head) 
promises of social change through spatial design, hov might we 
asses$ the broader scope of such promises vithin modernist 
architectural pedagog? I ask ~ h e t h e r  the heroic mj th  - often 
seen remox ed from its original social and cultural conditions - 
somehon perpetuate conditions that favor superficial apprecia- 

tion of '-master" architects and. therebj. spawn a globalizing 
culture of image-ridden architectural practices. If such conse- 
quences signal the failure in architectural curricula. nhat can 

we do about it? Could critical history and theory in architectural 
education play an important role in enabling architects better 
understand architecture not as a monument-making high art, - - 
but as a responsive and responsible building profession that 
could both represent and influence society in a wide spectrum 
of possibilities? 

In order to address these questions, I will first explore the 
architect's heroic image within the early-twentieth-century 
discourse of modern architecture that ernerged with loud calls 
for cultural renelr al. The underlying assumption was that there 
was an inherent connection between architecture and the 
condition of societv: between architecture and human b e h a ~ i o r  
and wellbeing: and that architecture could play a transcenden- 
tal role in making the world a better place. The early tmentieth 
centurj was ripe for such cultural attitudes. The perceived 
social tranquilitj based on Victorian morality was alreadj lost. 
T h e  bestern societies were hit by a plethora of disparate 
stimuli - Freudian psycholog. relativity. mass media. photogra- 
phj .  television. Cubism. Futurism. and unprecedented urban 
growd~.  The resulting psychosis created a cultural maelstrom in 
which it \%as impossible for architectural theorists. as Collin 
Rowe would put it. not to see for architecture a grand. 
redeeming social role. Thanks to the remnants of 19th-century 
Romantic indi\idualism. the architect positioned himself as a 
ca t a l~s t  for cultural regeneration. 4 platonic. spartan. and 
unkersal architectural idiom devoid of bourgeois decadence 
would be his ~ e h i c l e  to a c h i e ~ e  this goal. Under his leadership. 
t he  phoenix of modern utopia. he  imagined. would rise from 
the  ashes of 19th-century laissez-faire cities and their dysfunc- 
tional architecture. 

T h e  classisizing spirit that also peraaded the  era demanded that 
the  architect divest himself of all sorts of regresqi~e sentimen- 
talism. Instead it exhorted him to be objecthe. dispassionate, 
impersonal. and abstracthe about his mission. Philosophical 
materialism allowed him to see realitj and social wellbeing 
through the lens of emerging technologies. Emboldened b j  the 
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ideologies of' progress. Darwinian elolution. and technological 
determinism. the architect assumed. if rather innocently. a post- 
Yitruvius role (i.e. a role that goes be!ond t h e  regimental 
aspirations of the \-itruvius triad of utilitas, firmitas. and 
leriustas) in  reshaping the \ \odd in term of his own conception 
of reality. Thib therapeutic senice of architecture and. mole 

important. the alchitect's role in its quasi-prophetic deli\ erarice 
became a kernel mj th  of modern architecture. one that 
prolided the  fledgling mol ernent uith an idealistic gloss and 
solidified its social foundation. 

Frank Lloyd U right declared. if not so coincidentally. that he 
"sau the  architect as salior of the culture of modern American 
society.. . savior nolc as for all civilizations h e r e t ~ f o r e . " ~  Le 
Corbusier's manifestoes, Towards a 1-eu Architecture and The 
Citj, of To-morro~r and Its Planning. both published during the 
1920s. h a d  already advanced similar polemics about the 
architect's social calling. In Space, Time and Architecture. 
Sigfried Giedion theorized modern architecture's aspirations in - 
millennia1 terms.l A neu era was dawning. Giedion claimed, 
one that manifested itself through the visual culmination of a 
functional, sociall~ beneficial. and unix ersal architecture. Lurk- 
ing behind Giedion's prophecies was none other than the - * - 
larger-than-life architect. who would wage a protracted aesthet- 
ic battle against disorder and effete traditionalism in architec- 
ture and city planning. ultimatelj helping build a n  ideal world 
attuned to  modern science and technology. Le  Corbusier's 
famous "hand-into-the-picture-frame" offers a poignant 1 isual 
case in point. The sjmbolic extension of his powerful hand oler 
the paradisiacal mathematics of the Vdle contemporalne signi- 
fied not only the literal embodiment of the modernist planner's 
godlike gaze. but also a magical unveiling of an impending state 
of infinite progress, harmony. and happiness. 

Consider also the Bauhaus projection of the architect as der 
l e u e  Mensclz. the he\% Man. Distilled from Social Daminism. 
popular utopianism. and. more important. Friedrich hietzsche"~ 
idea of t h e  GJern~ensclz. the Yew Man was projected as the 
harbinger of a recharged bestern industrial societj. It mas 
hardly surprising that generations of architects - among them. 
Le Corbusier. F alter Gropius. Ludwig Hilberseimer. Erich 
Mendelsohn. and Lud\\ig Mies van der Rohe - hoisted the 
Nietzschean torch and sought to project themsehes as 
&e~mensclz or the he\+ Man. Uietzsche's Tlzus Spoke Zarathus- 
tra (1883-85) -a  book from \+hich I borro\\ the title of mj  omn 
paper - was a canonical text for the E~pressionists ,~ while most 
avant-garde architects. including Le Corbusier and the  Bauhaus 
masters. in various ways dreu on it in order to idealize their 
own role in bringing ~ t o p i a . ~  But if utopia nas  a n  infinite state 
of perfection. its shaper - the architect-hero - inhabited a 
similar atemporal realm. one that \+as inlulnerable to an! 
historical exigencies. 

The problem with such a conceptualization lies. a s  the  Italian 
seniiotician Lrnberto Eco \\auld put it, in a paradoxical 

tl eatment of time.. The art hitcct-hero. t oncei\ ed this na!. 
does not belong to an! specific time. a condition that leads to 
the b r e a k d o ~ n  in the structure oi temporality. Like the heioes 
of ancient mjtholo,q\. h e  inhabits an epistemological lacuum. . .  . 
50 to speak. \\here he does not ell or change. thereb! glr ing rise 
to an archetjpal persona. He  subhtitutes his historical del elop- 
nient uith mythic iepetition. implicating his position with a n  
imrnobilistic metaphjsics. in uhich hi. archetjpal persona 
remains impei~ious to an! historical and social scrutiny. 

Seeking to come to terms with shifts in architectural attitudes 
from traditionalism and neoclassicism to modernism. many 
architectural schools during the 1920s and 1930s subscribed to 
this model of the hero. As architectural practice was adjusting 
to increasing professionalization and especially facing the 
challenges of engineers, t h e  modernist architectural curricula in 
way or another internalized the heroic myth for self-legitimacy. 
The origin of the myth could. however. be traced back to the 
oldest book on architecture, \'itu~ius^s De Architectura Libri 
Decem: the Vitruvian architect commanded encvclonedic . I 

knowledge in geometry. histor!. philosophj. music. medicine, 
law. and astronomy: and h e  later re-emerged as the Renais- 
sance man (Alberti. for instance). who identified strongly with 
the classical past. Yet within the rubric of modernist architec- 
tural education. the heroic persona of the architect became the 
embodiment of modernity's broader aspirations. Loaded with 
seductive promises of cultural rebirth, the heroic myth offered 
architectural theorists a n  operating framework to look beyond 
classicism's purported aesthetic autonomy and Ecole des 
Beaux-Arts' elitist academicism in order to include grander 
xisions for social change. Le Corbusier's penultimate declara- 
tion in To~rards a Vezt Arclutecture that it was either 
architecture or revolution became one of the originary mantras 
of modernist architectural education as it took shape in the  
early twentieth century. And the modern architect stood 
heroically at this imagined intersection of architecture and 
social re~olution. 

Heroism is a broad concept negotiating complex social senti- 
ments arid conditions. and  people's expectation. Heroes would 
rise, no  matter what, aboxe the common folk by creating or 
performing the extraordinaq. The purpose here is not to 
engage in hero-bashing; or to offer a false choice betueen 
heroism and pedestrianism: or between individual genius and 
collecti~e methods: but to highlight the pedagogical as well as 
professional pitfalls of uncritical hero-worshipping and to 
identify areas in the architect's education that require critical 
rexision in order to equip him with intellectual as me11 as 
practical tools to practice a responsive and responsible architec- 
ture. The canonical modernist curriculum- one that places 
strong. sornetinies monolithic. emphasis on individual genius - 
have generallj failed to develop an inclusive framework that 
addresses culture. politics, economy. and environment as 
producers of both architecture and its heroic figures. Because 
courses engaging students with critical histoq and social 
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theorieq are at beqt pelipheral within the ruirirulurn. aichitec- 
tural education still le \o l \es  mostl! alourid form-olierited 
design instruction. one that often oaer- emphasize^ the spectac- 
ular and monurnental. The oterriding coribideration in educa- 
tion ib specularit!. an aesthetic outlook often deriairig from the 
superficial appreciation of great  form-pi~els of the past and 
present. The professional na ture  of alchitectural education is 
largel! i n d a t e d  from current socio-cultural developments. \ot 
so coincident all^. from early o n  students begin to perceiae 
architecture through the lens of Le Corbusier, Wright. or Louis 
Kahn. and, more recently, Pe t e r  Eisenman. Rem Koolhaas. 
Daniel Libesltind. and Tadao Ando. Learning from good 
architects is a great idea. but  possessing the critical facultj to 
assess their work within a broader context of culture and societj 
could be a greater idea. It seems that  architectural education is 
tragicall! still stuck within t h e  heroic-indiaidual-genius mode 
that modern architecture passionately championed in the earlj 
decades of the twentieth century. Residues of modern architec- 
ture's diificult relationship ~ i t h  history still haunt architecture 
schools. Does the recent global proliferation of %hat could be 

called *"nlagazine architecture'' attest on]! to the p m  ask e 
aesthetic anxiet~ to emulate the hero's spectacular edifice? 

NOTES 
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